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Star Tracking for Precise Attitude Estimation of Mobile Devices 
ABSTRACT 
The attitude (absolute orientation) of a mobile device is important for applications such 
as navigation, augmented reality, photography, etc. While the position of a mobile device can be 
determined accurately using global positioning systems, the attitude of the mobile device is at 
best only poorly known. 
This disclosure leverages recent advances in low-light camera technology to capture an 
image of the night sky. Stars within the captured image are identified based on known 
constellations or stellar patterns. Given the known local time and position of the mobile device, 
an identified star has a known direction vector. Direction vectors of several identified stars are 
combined to determine the attitude of the mobile device. The determined attitude is used to 
calibrate the magnetometers or inertial measurement units (IMU) of the mobile device. 
Thereafter, the attitude of the mobile device can be computed for a substantial length of time 
from relative changes in orientation as reported by the magnetometers or IMU. 
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BACKGROUND 
The attitude or absolute orientation (the direction in which the device is pointed) of a 
mobile device is important in applications such as navigation, augmented reality, photography, 
etc. While the position of the mobile device can be determined accurately using global or local 
positioning systems, the attitude of small mobile devices with significant hardware constraints 
(such as mobile phones) is at best only poorly known.  
Attitude estimation techniques based on known reference points are complex and 
expensive, and often fail at night. Mobile devices contain some attitude sensors, such as 
accelerometers, magnetometers, and gyroscopes. However, such sensors are limited, e.g., the 
tiny versions used in mobile devices suffer from accuracy and noise issues. In many instances, 
attitude measurements can have estimation errors that exceed 10 degrees. 
DESCRIPTION 
The gold standard for night-time reference points is the stars. The positions of stars are 
extremely well known, typically to a precision better than an arc second (1/3600 of a degree). 
Stars are also, for all practical purposes, permanent and infinitely far away. That means they’re 
the same everywhere on earth, and there’s no observable parallax. Star catalogs are freely 
available. They’re the ideal set of fixed reference points; yet, stars being dim objects, mobile 
device cameras haven’t until recently been able to capture them.  
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Fig. 1: Image of the constellation Orion captured using a mobile device.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, recent advances in mobile camera technology, including night-
time image capture technology, have enabled the capture of images of the night sky including 
stars. 
Fig. 2: Precise attitude estimation of mobile devices by tracking stars 
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Fig. 2 illustrates precise attitude estimation of mobile devices using one or more captured 
images of the night sky that includes stars, per the techniques of this disclosure. A mobile device 
is situated in a so-called world reference frame, the coordinate axes of the frame being the 
longitude (North-South line), the latitude (East-West line), and the local vertical. The world 
reference frame can be accurately determined by onboard global positioning systems (GPS) and 
inertial measurement units. The horizontal plane is determined by the latitude and the longitude. 
The camera frame of reference for the mobile device is illustrated by coordinate axes X,
Y, and Z, wherein, for example, the X-axis is a longitudinal axis of the mobile device; the Y-axis, 
a transverse axis; and the Z-axis, a normal to the plane of the mobile device. The attitude, e.g., 
pointing direction, of the mobile device is the (as yet unknown) orientation of the X, Y, and Z
axes with reference to the world coordinate axes. For example, the attitude of the mobile device 
can be mathematically represented by the triplet of angles ( ,  ,  ), where   is the angle (pitch) 
between the X-axis of the mobile device and the horizontal,   is the angle (roll) between the Y-
axis of the mobile device and the horizontal, and   is the angle (yaw) of rotation of the mobile 
device about the local vertical. 
A number of stars A, B, C, D, etc. are visible. An image of the night sky is captured. The 
stars appear in the image, shown on the mobile device screen as a, b, c, d, etc. The star images 
are located on the screen using the camera frame of reference, e.g., as vectors in the X-Y-Z frame.  
The stars are identified using various techniques of pattern recognition. One technique is 
to compute the ratios of interstellar (angular) distances and compare them against a star catalog. 
For example, comparing the ratio of the a-b to a-c distances against a star catalog may lead to a 
tentative identification of A as Aldebaran, B as Betelguese, and C as Canopus. Further, checking 
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the ratio of the a-b to a-d distances against the star catalog may increase the confidence in or 
confirm the identification of A as Aldebaran, B as Betelguese, and C as Canopus.  
Given the known local time and the known latitude, longitude, and altitude of the mobile 
device, the identified stars have known direction vectors uA, uB, uC; for example, the direction 
vectors can be found in or computed from a star catalog. There is a known linear relationship R, 
parametrized by the orientation angles ( ,  ,  ), between a direction vector and its position on 
the screen: 
a = R( ,  ,  ) uA
b = R( ,  ,  ) uB
c = R( ,  ,  ) uC
Here, R( ,  ,  ) is a rotation matrix parametrized by the unknown angles ( ,  ,  ) that 
relates the known direction vectors uA, uB, uC to their observed screen positions a, b, c. The 
above set of equations can be solved for the unknowns ( ,  ,  ) using standard techniques of 
linear algebra and the attitude of the mobile device thus determined.  
The disclosed techniques determine the attitude of a mobile device to approximately the 
precision of a camera pixel, which is possibly a 100x improvement in accuracy over traditional 
techniques, without the need for expensive reference data. 
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Fig. 3: Star tracking to determine the attitude of a mobile device 
Fig. 3 summarizes the process to determine the attitude of the mobile device which 
effectively acts as a star tracker. An image of the night sky is captured (302); the stars that are 
detected in the image are identified (304), using, for example, pattern matching; and the attitude 
of the device is determined (306) as described above with reference to Fig. 2. 
The determined attitude is used to calibrate the magnetometers or inertial measurement 
units of the mobile device. Thereafter, the attitude of the mobile device can be computed for a 
substantial length of time from relative changes in orientation (as reported by the magnetometers 
or IMU). In this manner, the device attitude remains known even when the night sky is not 
visible, e.g., indoors, in cloudy weather, or during daytime. In applications (such as pedestrian, 
or bicycle navigation at night) where a continuous view of the night sky is available, the 
disclosed techniques can be used to provide an accurate attitude estimate based on images 
captured of the night sky.  
Cars have a poor attitude estimate at slow speed; at higher speeds, attitude can be 
estimated to sufficient accuracy from position and velocity, both provided by GPS. Therefore, 
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the disclosed techniques can be used to determine vehicular attitude at slow speeds, or an initial 
vehicular attitude at startup before the vehicle speeds up.  
CONCLUSION 
This disclosure leverages recent advances in low-light camera technology to determine 
the attitude (absolute orientation) of a mobile device by capturing an image of the night sky. 
Stars within the captured image are identified based on known constellations or stellar patterns. 
Given the known local time and position of the mobile device, an identified star has a known 
direction vector. Direction vectors of several identified stars are combined to determine the 
attitude of the mobile device. The determined attitude is used to calibrate the magnetometers or 
inertial measurement units (IMU) of the mobile device. Thereafter, the attitude of the mobile 
device can be computed for a substantial length of time from relative changes in orientation, as 
reported by the magnetometers or IMU. 
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